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Abstract. Single phase powders of (Sr3N)Sb, (Sr3N)Bi (Pm3̄m, No.
221, Z � 1, Sb: a � 517.25(2) pm, V � 138.390(8) · 106 pm3, Bi:
a � 520.691(8) pm, V � 141.170(4) · 106 pm3), (Ba3N)Sb, and
(Ba3N)Bi (P63/mmc, No. 194, Z � 2, Sb: a � 753.33(3) pm, c �

664.45(3) pm, V � 326.56(2) · 106 pm3, Bi: a � 761.28(4) pm, c �

668.05(3) pm, V � 335.30(2) · 106 pm3) were obtained from reac-
tions of melt beads of the respective elements with bulk compo-
sitions of A3E (A � Sr, Ba; E � Sb, Bi) in nitrogen atmosphere of
ambient pressure at T � 1070 K (Sr) and T � 1120 K (Ba). The
compositions were derived from chemical analyses and supported
by Rietveld refinements based on powder X-ray diffraction pat-
terns. The Sr containing compounds crystallize in the cubic anti-
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Inhaltsübersicht. (Sr3N)Sb, (Sr3N)Bi (Pm3̄m, Nr. 221, Z � 1, Sb:
a � 517,25(2) pm, V � 138,390(8) · 106 pm3, Bi: a � 520,691(8)
pm, V � 141,170(4) · 106 pm3), (Ba3N)Sb, und (Ba3N)Bi (P63/mmc,
Nr. 194, Z � 2, Sb: a � 753,33(3) pm, c � 664,45(3) pm, V �

326,56(2) · 106 pm3, Bi: a � 761,28(4) pm, c � 668,05(3) pm, V �

335,30(2) · 106 pm3) wurden als phasenreine Pulver durch Reaktio-
nen von Schmelzperlen der Zusammensetzungen A3E (A � Sr, Ba;
E � Sb, Bi) mit Stickstoff bei Temperaturen von T � 1070 K (Sr)
und T � 1120 K (Ba) erhalten. Die Zusammensetzungen der Ver-
bindungen wurde durch chemische Analysen bestimmt und mit Er-
gebnissen aus Rietveldverfeinerungen an Röntgenpulverdiffrakto-

Introduction

Due to the outstanding properties of some binary nitrides
and their growing technical importance, ternary and higher
nitrides have raised considerable interest over the last dec-
ade [1-3]. Ternary nitrides with the general formula
(Ca3N)E (E � Tl, Ge, Sn, Pb, P, As, Sb, Bi, Au) are already
known for a couple of years [4-6]. They crystallize in a cubic
anti-perovskite structure type (E � P, As distorted to an
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perovskite type arrangement, the Ba containing compounds in the
hexagonal anti-BaNiO3 structure type. Magnetic susceptibility and
electrical resistivity data indicate that the compounds are diamag-
netic semiconductors. The optical band gaps of (Sr3N)Sb and
(Sr3N)Bi were determined by diffuse reflectivity to 1.15 eV and 0.89
eV, respectively. The experimental results are in agreement with
electronic structure calculations. Chemical bonding is characterized
in a simplified picture as ionic with significant orbital mixing.

Keywords: Nitrides; Antimony; Bismuth; Perovskites; Crystal struc-
tures; Magnetic properties; Electrical resistivity; Electronic struc-
ture calculations

grammen unterstützt. Die Sr-Verbindungen kristallisieren im
Strukturtyp des kubischen (anti-)Perowskits, die Ba-Verbindungen
im hexagonalen (anti-)BaNiO3-Typ. Messungen der magnetischen
Suszeptibilitäten und elektrischen Widerstände deuten auf das Vor-
liegen von diamagnetischen Halbleitern. An (Sr3N)Sb und (Sr3N)Bi
wurden die optischen Bandlücken durch diffuse Reflexion zu 1,15
eV und 0.89 eV bestimmt. Die experimentellen Befunde sind in
Übereinstimmung mit Ergebnissen aus Berechnungen der elektro-
nischen Struktur. Die chemische Bindung wird in einem vereinfach-
ten Bild als ionogen mit signifikanten Beiträgen durch Mischung
von Orbitalen beschrieben.

orthorhombic crystal structure) and exhibit interesting
trends: Assuming calcium and nitrogen to form ions Ca2�

and N3-, respectively, one can achieve - within the same
structure type - various electronic situations, from an elec-
tron excess as in (Ca3N)Au (formally (Ca2�)3N3-Au- · 2e-)
[4], via compounds (Ca3N)E (E � P3-, As3-, Sb3-, Bi3-) [5],
which obey the octet rule, to an electron deficiency as in
(Ca3N)Tl [6]. This change of the electronic situation is mir-
rored by the physical behavior of the compounds:
(Ca3N)Au represents an electrical conductor, whereas the
group 15 compounds are insulators or semiconductors (E �
Sb, Bi). Similarly, the cubic anti-perovskites (Mg3N)E with
E � As and Sb are yellow insulators and black semi-
conductors, respectively [7]. The corresponding group 14
compounds are discussed in terms of electron deficient met-
als of the composition (Ca3N)E (E � Ge, Sn, Pb) [5, 8].
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Anti-perovskite oxides are only known with group 14 ele-
ments (A3O)E (A � Ca, Sr, Ba, E � Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) [9�12].
Associated to the observation of generally larger band gaps
of oxides compared to nitrides these can be obtained as
colorless insulators. These experimental findings and the
electronic and structural properties have raised considerable
interest in theoretical studies of the electronic structures
and high pressure investigations of the crystal structures of
these compounds [6, 8, 13�16].

Only few ternary nitrides with E � Sb, Bi are known.
Previously reported were the cubic anti-perovskites
(Mg3N)Sb [7], (Ca3N)E [5], and (Mn3N)Sb [17], and the
compounds (U2N2)E [18], and (Th2N2)E [18]. No ternary
nitrides of Sb or Bi with A � Sr, Ba are known so far.

Experimental Section

All manipulations were carried out in an argon filled glove box
(p(O2, H2O) < 0.1 ppm). For preparation of single phase samples
antimony or bismuth (Chempur, 99.999 %) and strontium or bar-
ium (Alfa Aesar, 99.9 %) were fused in an arc furnace (molar ratio
1 : 3, typically 2 g sample) operated in argon (Messer-Griesheim,
99.999 %, additionally purified by passing over molsieve, Roth 3
Å, and BTS-catalyst, Merck). No phases A3E with A � Sr, Ba;
E � Sb, Bi are known according to the phase diagrams [19]; X-ray
powder diffraction patterns indicated the presence of A2E as main
phases. In a second step the metallic regulus was heated under ni-
trogen of ambient back-pressure (Messer-Griesheim, 99.999 %, ad-
ditionally purified as described for argon) to a maximum tempera-
ture of T � 1070 K for Sr containing samples and T � 1120 K for
Ba containing beads. This approach leads to better results than
solid state sinter reactions of binary nitrides ANx with melt beads
AxE of appropriate compositions in Ar atmosphere or sealed am-
poules. The reaction temperatures with nitrogen were taken from
DTA/TG experiments. All compounds were obtained as gray pow-
ders, which are sensitive against water and moisture.

Chemical analyses on O and N were carried out using the carrier
gas hot-extraction technique on a LECO analyzer TCH-600. Quan-
titative analyses of the A � Sr, Ba and E � Sb, Bi constituents
were performed using an ICP-OES (Varian Vista RL). All values
are averages of at least 3 independent measurements:

(Sr3N)Sb: w(Sr) � 65.8(9) %, w(Sb) � 30.5(5) %, w(N) � 3.2(2) %,
w(O)� 0.24(1) %, i. e. (Sr3.00(4)N0.92(4)O0.060(2))Sb1.00(2)

(Ba3N)Sb: w(Ba) � 74.3(3) %, w(Sb) � 23.8(4) %, w(N) � 2.61(4)
%, w(O) < 0.10 %, i. e. (Ba3.00(3)N0.89(2))Sb1.09(2)

(Sr3N)Bi: w(Sr) � 52.6(5) %, w(Bi) � 44.2(3) %, w(N) � 2.7(1) %,
w(O)� 0.16(1) %, i. e. (Sr3.00(3)N0.97(4)O0.050(3))Bi1.060(5)

(Ba3N)Bi: w(Ba) � 64.6(7) %, w(Bi) � 32.8(5) %, w(N) � 2.06(5)
%, w(O) � 0.13(1) %, i. e. (Ba3.00(3)N0.94(3)O0.040(4))Bi1.00(1)

DTA/TG-measurements were performed using a STA 449C ana-
lyzer (Ar- or N2-atmosphere purified as described above, thermo-
couple type S, NETZSCH Gerätebau, Selb) completely integrated
into a glove box to avoid any sample hydrolysis. Temperature cali-
bration was obtained using 5 melting standards in the temperature
range of 370 K � T � 1470 K.

The ternary nitrides were characterized by X-ray powder diffrac-
tion using an Imaging Plate Guinier Camera (HUBER diffraction,
CuKa1 radiation, 4·15 min scans, 8 ° � 2Θ � 100 °). The samples
were loaded between two polyimide foils in an aluminum cell with a
rubber sealing to exclude any moisture. Comparison of the powder
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patterns of the first and the final scan did not indicate significant
hydrolysis during the measurement procedure. The hexagonal
structures of (Ba3N)E (E � Sb, Bi) were refined on the basis of
powder X-ray diffraction patterns (program package FULLPROF
[20]).

The magnetic susceptibility of powder samples (sealed in silica
tubes, 400 mbar He) was measured in a SQUID magnetometer
(MPMS XL-7, Quantum Design) in external magnetic fields rang-
ing from 70 kOe to 20 Oe between 1.8 K and 400 K. Measurements
of the electrical resistivity were performed on powders pressed in a
sapphire die in a four contact dc van-der-Pauw set-up between 4
K and 320 K.

The optical band gap was determined from diffuse reflection (Cary
500, praying mantis, white standard BaSO4, ratio 5 : 1) under inert
conditions. The absorption energy was taken as the inflection point
of the step-like decrease of the diffuse reflectivity.

Calculations

To investigate the electronic structures of (Sr3N)E and
(Ba3N)E (E� Sb, Bi) a full potential non-orthogonal local-
orbital scheme (FPLO) [21] within the local density
approximation (LDA) was applied. In the scalar relativistic
calculations the exchange and correlation potential of Per-
dew and Wang [22] was used. As basis sets, N(2s, 2p, 3d),
Sr(4s, 4p, 5s, 5p, 4d), Ba(5s, 5p, 6s, 6p, 5d), Sb(4s, 4p, 4d, 5s,
5p, 5d) and Bi(5s, 5p, 5d, 6s, 6p, 6d) states were taken into
account. All lower lying states were calculated as core states
that are treated fully relativistically. The N(3d), Sr(4d),
Ba(5d) states as well as the Bi(6d) states were taken into
account as polarization states to increase the completeness
of the basis set. The inclusion of the Sr(4s, 4p), Ba(5s, 5p),
Sb(4s, 4p, 4d) and Bi(5s, 5p, 5d) semi-core like states in the
valence was necessary to account for non-negligible core-
core overlaps. The spatial extension of the basis orbitals,
controlled by a confining potential (r/r0)4 [23], was optim-
ized to minimize the total energy. A k-mesh of 396 (407)
points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone of the
cubic (hexagonal) structures was used to ensure accurate
density of states and band structure information. All calcu-
lations have been carried out for the experimentally ob-
served structural data.

Results and Discussion

The optimal preparation conditions for ternary nitrides
(A3N)E (A � Sr, Ba; E � Sb, Bi) from mixtures of the
metals or their binary compounds in nitrogen atmosphere
were derived from extensive DTA/TG investigations. The
TG curve (heating rate 10 K/min) of, e. g., ‘Sr3Sb’ in nitro-
gen atmosphere is interpreted according to the binary phase
diagram Sr�Sb [19] as follows (figure 1): a significant
weight gain starts at about T � 770 K. At the eutectic tem-
perature of the system Sr2Sb�Sr of T � 985 K the weight
increases steeply and is accompanied by an exothermic heat
effect which almost completely covers the endothermic heat
signal of the eutectic. Under the given conditions the weight
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Figure 1 Simultaneous DTA/TG measurement of the reaction of
melt beads of the general composition of ‘Sr3Sb’ with nitrogen
(heating rate 10 K/min) forming (Sr3N)Sb.

gain typically is not completed at Tmax � 1300 K, but con-
tinues on cooling. The endothermal effect at T � 1172 K
might be related to the peritectic temperature of Sr3Sb2

(Sr5Sb3). On cooling no significant thermal effect was ob-
served. Above T > 1300 K the weight decreased substan-
tially. Interestingly, the DTA/TG experiments with sample
amounts of about 100 mg typically resulted in single phase
products according to XRD if the maximum temperature
was chosen below T � 1300 K.

The title compounds adopt anti-perovskite type arrange-
ments with nitrogen in octahedral coordination by six alka-
line-earth metal ions and group 15 elements in the resulting
voids of this framework. Cubic anti-perovskite nitrides with
group 15 elements have previously been reported for the
systems (Ca3N)E with E � P, As, Sb, Bi [5] and (Mg3N)E
with E � As, Sb [7]. While (Sr3N)Sb and (Sr3N)Bi represent
cubic anti-perovskites (Pm3̄m, No. 221, Z � 1, Sb: a �
517.25(2) pm, V � 138.390(8) · 106 pm3, Bi: a � 520.691(8)
pm, V � 141.170(4) · 106 pm3), (Ba3N)Sb and (Ba3N)Bi
crystallize in a hexagonal anti-perovskite variant of the
BaNiO3 structure type (P63/mmc, No. 194, Z � 2, Sb: a �
753.33(3) pm, c � 664.45(3) pm, V � 326.56(2) · 106 pm3,
Bi: a � 761.28(4) pm, c � 668.05(3) pm, V � 335.30(2) ·
106 pm3). Structure representations are depicted in Figure
2. For the determination of the Ba position in the hexag-
onal unit cell (site 6h; x, �x 1/4), and thus interatomic dis-
tances, Rietveld refinements on the basis of the X-ray pow-
der patterns for the hexagonal compounds (Ba3N)E were
performed. Figure 3 shows the experimental diffraction pat-
terns together with the calculated profiles and the difference
curves of the observed and the simulated patterns as deter-
mined by least squares refinements. Table 1 gathers the
structure data of all four compounds (A3N)E including the
Ba positional parameters.

Distances d(Sr�N) � 258.63(1) pm (Sb), 260.346(4) pm
(Bi) and d(Ba�N) � 267.26(7) pm (Sb), 267.7(1) pm (Bi)
of the perovskite nitrides compare well to those in subni-
trides with nitrogen species in octahedral coordination:
Sr2N (261 pm) [24] and Ba3N (273 pm) [25]. For the Sb
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Figure 2 Structure representations of compounds (Sr3N)E (E � Sb,
Bi) resembling a cubic perovskite (left) and (Ba3N)E (E � Sb, Bi)
crystallizing in a hexagonal anti-BaNiO3 structure (right). Crystal-
lographic unit cells are indicated.

Figure 3 X-ray powder diffraction patterns (CuKα1 radiation) of
(top) (Ba3N)Sb and (bottom) (Ba3N)Bi. The measured data are
shown as points, the continuous line represents the calculated pro-
file and the lower line shows the difference between the calculated
and observed intensities. The marks below the data indicate the
positions of the reflections.

containing phases distances d(Sb�Sr) � 365.75(2) pm and
d(Sb�Ba) � 376.77(6) pm, 401.51(4) pm are longer than
those in, e. g., Sr2Sb [26]: d(Sb�Sr) � 333 pm � 359 pm
and Ba2Sb [27]: d(Sb�Ba) � 353 pm � 375 pm. Similar is
true for the Bi containing perovskites: d(Bi�Sr) � 368.18(1)
pm, Sr2Bi [27]: d(Bi�Sr) � 338 pm � 359 pm and
d(Bi�Ba) � 380.7(1) pm, 405.56(5) pm, Ba2Bi [26]:
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Table 1 X-ray powder diffraction data for compounds (A3N)E with A � Sr, Ba and E � Sb, Bi, including results of Rietveld refinements
on (Ba3N)Sb and (Ba3N)Bi.

(Sr3N)Sb (Sr3N)Bi (Ba3N)Sb (Ba3N)Bi

No. of structural parameters 0 0 4 4
Unit cell parameters a/pm 753.36(1) 761.11(2)
Rietveld c/pm 664.310(6) 667.919(8)
Unit cell parameters a/pm 517.25(2) 520.691(8) 753.33(3) 761.28(4)
Guinier c/pm 664.45(3) 668.05(3)
Space group Pm 3̄ m, No. 221 P63/mmc, No. 194

Positional and displacement parameters:
A 1/2, 1/2, 0 0.1605(1), �x, 1/4 0.1605(1), �x, 1/4

Biso � 0.08(3) � 10�4 pm2 Biso � 0.56(5) � 10�4 pm2

E 0, 0, 0 1/3, 2/3, 3/4 1/3, 2/3, 3/4
Biso � 0.11(7) � 10�4 pm2 Biso � 0.44(5) � 10�4 pm2

N 1/2, 1/2, 1/2 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0
Biso � 0.9(7) � 10�4 pm2 Biso � 2.0(9) � 10�4 pm2

Rprofile, RBragg 0.070, 0.071 0.077, 0.088

Table 2. Interatomic distances/pm in hexagonal anti-perovskites
(Ba3N)E (E � Sb, Bi) and related compounds [25, 28] within octa-
hedra (A6N) and shortest distances between centers of octahedra
occupied by nitride ions.

Compound (Ba3N)Sb (Ba3N)Bi Ba3N Na(Ba3N)

d(N�N) 332.180(4) 334.047(5) 352.5 349.0
d(Ba�N) 267.26(7) 267.7(1) 272.6 273.4
d(Ba�Balat) 362.7(1) 362.3(2) 360.2 364.5
d(Ba�Balong) 392.66(5) 394.14(8) 409.3 407.5
d(Ba�E) 376.77(6) 380.7(1)

401.51(4) 405.56(5)

Table 3. Interatomic distances/pm in cubic anti-perovskites (Sr3N)E
(E � Sb, Bi).

Compound (Sr3N)Sb (Sr3N)Bi

d(Sr�N) 258.63(1) 260.346(4)
d(Sr�Sr) 365.75(2) 368.18(1)
d(Sr�E) 365.75(2) 368.18(1)

d(Bi�Ba) � 356 pm � 378 pm. Selected distances are gath-
ered in Tables 2 and 3. For the cubic perovskites no indi-
cations for a distortion from cubic metric could be obtained
from XRD patterns. Distortions of the cubic unit cell to an
orthorhombic one (space group Pnma) were observed for
the comparatively small species of P and As in combination
with Ca�N frameworks [5], and for analogues oxides with
Si and Ge [9, 12].

The hexagonal perovskite crystal structure can only be
expected for compounds containing alkaline-earth metal
species with large radii, since the resulting distance d(N�N)
and the Coulomb repulsion between N3� in face-sharing
octahedra has to be considered. Apparently, for (Ba3N)Sb
the resulting distance d(N�N) � 332.180(4) pm is suffic-
iently long. However, the octahedra A6N are elongated
along [001]. Similar arguments apply to (Ba3N)Bi: Even
though the distance d(N�N) � 334.047(5) pm is slightly
longer than in the Sb compound, the octahedra Ba6N are
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elongated to the same degree within the error of the Riet-
veld refinements of the respective X-ray powder diffraction
patterns. Remarkably, rods of face-sharing octahedra
1
�[NA6/2] also occur in the respective binary compound
Ba3N [25]. Due to the absence of E species these rods are
rotated along [001] compared to the ternary nitrides, such
that Ba species realize the motif of a hexagonal close pack-
ing, while in the ternary nitrides Ba and E together form
this motif. Although the distance d(N�N) � 352.5 pm is
significantly longer in Ba3N than in the hexagonal anti-per-
ovskites (Ba3N)Sb and (Ba3N)Bi, the octahedra in Ba3N
exhibit a considerably higher degree of distortion, i. e.,
elongation along [001]. The distances within the octahedra
indicate smaller and less distorted octahedra for the ternary
compounds. Distances in the crystal structures of these
compounds are summarized in table 2. As a metallic subni-
tride isotype of the hexagonal perovskite nitrides Na(Ba3N)
contains Na on the site of E and also highly elongated oc-
tahedra [28]. Apparently, the distance d(Ba�N) is the short-
est for the Sb containing compound, closely followed by the
Bi compound, and is elongated in the metallic compounds
Ba3N and Na(Ba3N) according to the higher electron con-
centration at the (Ba3N) subunit.

The magnetic susceptibilities χ � M/H of powder
samples of the four compounds are displayed in Figure 4.
Corrections were applied for the minor effect of some ferro-
magnetic impurities in the samples (0.2 to 2 · 10�5 g(Fe)/g
calculated for metallic iron). All four compounds are clearly
diamagnetic. The temperature dependence of the respective
susceptibility can be described by the sum of a temperature
independent diamagnetic term (χ0) of the compound plus a
term from small paramagnetic impurities, χ(T) � χ0 �
C/(T�Θ) with χ0 � �54(10), �83(10), �82(15), �97(10) ·
10�6 emu/mol for (Sr3N)Sb, (Sr3N)Bi, (Ba3N)Sb, and
(Ba3N)Bi, respectively. Diamagnetic increments for the
closed shell configurations of the A2� and E5� ions were
taken from [29] and summed up (χcore). There exist differ-
ences ∆χ � χ0 � χcore � �10 � 10�6 emu/mol for the Sr
compounds and ∆χ � �40 � 10�6 emu/mol for the Ba
compounds. While ∆χ for the Sr compounds is insignifi-
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Figure 4 Magnetic susceptibility of (A3N)E (A � Sr, Ba; E � Sb,
Bi) as function of the temperature.

Figure 5 Electrical resistivity of (Sr3N)Sb and (A3N)Bi (A � Sr, Ba)
as function of the temperature.

cant, for the Ba compounds a small temperature indepen-
dent or Pauli-paramagnetic contribution seems to be pre-
sent. In magnetization measurements at small fields (H �
10 Oe) no phase transitions were observed above T � 1.8
K.

The magnitudes and the temperature dependencies of the
electrical resistivities ρ(T) (Figure 5) of (Sr3N)Sb,
(Ba3N)Sb, and (Ba3N)Bi are that of intrinsic semi-
conductors. The resistivity of (Sr3N)Bi already exceeded 106

Ω cm at ambient temperature. From the measurement re-
sults all samples can be considered to be highly doped.
Therefore, a calculation of the band gap from ρ(T) gives
unreliably small values. For (Sr3N)Sb a band gap of ∆E�
0.2 eV (corresponds to ∆E/kB � 2500 K) can be estimated
from the resistivity data. Obviously, the Bi containing com-
pounds are also intrinsic semiconductors and the detected
minor paramagnetic contributions do not stem from an
electronic density of states at the Fermi level. This con-
clusion is confirmed by electronic structure calculations.
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Figure 6 Diffuse reflectivity of (top) (Sr3N)Sb and (bottom)
(Sr3N)Bi depending on the radiation wavelength. The band gap
is indicated.

For (Sr3N)Sb and (Sr3N)Bi the band gaps were deter-
mined by a diffuse reflectivity technique. The measurement
results are shown in Figure 6. The observed values of ∆E �
1.15 eV and ∆E � 0.89 eV, respectively, are compatible with
the findings from electrical resistivity measurements and
from theory.

The resulting densities of states (DOS) for (Sr3N)Bi (cu-
bic structure type) and (Ba3N)Bi (hexagonal structure type)
from electronic structure calculations are shown in Figures
7a and 7b, respectively. The DOS for the corresponding Sb
compounds are almost identical (not shown) with quanti-
tative changes of only few percent. All calculations result in
insulating behavior with band gaps of about ∆E � 0.15 eV
and ∆E � 0.5 eV for the cubic and the hexagonal com-
pounds, respectively. This is in qualitative agreement with
the experimental observations, although the sizes of the
gaps are underestimated as well known for all LDA calcu-
lations. The insulating behavior of the (A3N)E (A � Sr, Ba;
E � Sb, Bi) compounds can be understood in a simplified
picture of closed shell ions (A2�)3(N3-)(E3�) resulting in
band insulators. The band structure plots in Figure 8 dis-
play direct gaps at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone which
should correspond to the experimentally observed optical
gaps.

The calculated DOS for (Sr3N)Bi compares well with the
data for (Ca3N)Bi [6]. Besides the deep lying rather lo-
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Figure 7 Total and partial density of states per formula unit for
(top) (Sr3N)Bi, (bottom) (Ba3N)Bi. The Fermi level is located at
zero energy.

calized N(2s) and Bi(6s) states at about �11 and �10 eV
(not shown), the main contribution to the valence band
stems from N(2p), Bi(6p) and Sr(4d) states. These states
strongly hybridize with each other in the energy region be-
low the Fermi level down to about �3 eV. The conduction
band is mainly composed from Sr(4d) states (see Figure 7a).
For the hexagonal (Ba3N)E compounds, the upper part of
the valence band is considerably narrower than in the cubic
case (compare Figures 7a and b) due to a decreased admix-
ture of N(2p) states to the bands close to the Fermi level
and an upward shift in energy of the E(p) states resulting in
an increased admixture of these states to the corresponding
bonds compared with the cubic cases. A more detailed re-
lation between the crystal structure and the electronic struc-
ture, especially the occurrence of the hexagonal structure
for the Ba compounds, deserves further investigation and
will be published elsewhere.

In summary, the new ternary nitrides of the general com-
position (A3N)E (A � Sr, Ba; E � Sb, Bi) crystallize in two
structure types governed by the alkaline-earth metal species.
Semiconducting properties were predicted from electronic
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Figure 8 Band structures of (top) (Sr3N)Bi (cubic perovskite), (bot-
tom) (Ba3N)Bi (hexagonal perovskite). The Fermi level is at zero
energy, the symmetry points are given in the standard notation for
the cubic and the hexagonal cell, respectively.

structure calculations and observed by a variety of physical
measurement techniques. Chemical bonding is charac-
terized in a simplified picture as ionic with significant or-
bital mixing.
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